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THOUGH BOTH ARE GUARDIANS OF THE WHILLS,  
Baze and Chirrut could not be more different in their 
approach to combat. Traditionalist Chirrut still carries 
weapons associated with the ancient order, while 
Baze adopts an implement of modern warfare.  
Their methods suit them individually, and both are 
effective extensions of their distinctive personalities. 
Though Baze may chide Chirrut for his antiques, and 
Chirrut may decry Baze’s reliance on soulless tools, 
they trust each other’s defenses to such weapons. 

CHIRRUT AND BAZE ATTACK!

GUARDIAN WEAPONS

CHIRRUT’S STAFF
Chirrut carries a flame-hardened uneti-wood staff to help guide his  
path as he walks through the streets of Jedha. The top is capped with a 
metal lamp that contains a kyber sliver. Designed as a symbolic source 
of inner illumination, it also allows Chirrut to better gauge where the end 
of the staff is, as he can hear both the battery and crystal harmonic.

LIGHTBOW DEPLOYED  
Stabilizing the long-

barreled lightbow with an 
impeller-gauntlet-fitted 

hand, Chirrut pulls back on the 
handle deploying the opposing 

polarizer limbs. The impeller 
helps keep the flight of the bolt 

true and provides Chirrut with  
a sense of feedback.

CHIRRUT’S 
LIGHTBOW
A lightbow is the traditional 
handcrafted weapon built by  
a Guardian of the Whills upon 
completion of the seventh 
duan—marking the Guardian’s 
progression to physical 
perfection. The bow is largely 
analogous to the bowcaster weapons 
built by the Wookiees of Kashyyyk. The limbs of the bow  
extend on articulated risers, and each is tipped with a polarizer 
array that draws a charged particle round from the serving 
barrel. The released blast is more powerful than a heavy rifle.

MULTI-FIRE, MULTI-TARGETS
Baze’s repeating cannon has two fire modes. The 
standard mode fires at a rapid rate that allows Baze to 
spray a wide field of targets. The fitted electroscope has 
a smart targeting array that takes into account Baze’s 
position and facing, and groups shots into bursts that 
maximize hits on specified targets. The secondary mode 
is a single-fire power shot. The lower barrel collects 
energy into these shots primed by a pump-action 
foreguard. Both modes draw from the same power 
source, but yield different levels of destructive output.

DATA FILE
MANUFACTURER Morellian Weapons Conglomerate

WEAPON SYSTEM MWC-35c “Staccato Lightning” 
repeating cannon

MASS 30kg (4st 10lbs)

POWER SYSTEM Condensed K-grade conductor cells

COOLING SYSTEM Tankage of R717 refrigerant

AMMUNITION YIELD 35,000 rounds when  
fully charged
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barrel
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Carry bar

DATA FILE
MANUFACTURER Chirrut Îmwe

WEAPON SYSTEM Traditional Guardian of the Whills lightbow

MASS 8kg (1st 4lbs)

POWER SYSTEM Diatium power cell

COOLING SYSTEM Air-cooled

AMMUNITION YIELD With standard blaster power cell, 50 rounds

ROCKET ATTACK
Non-traditional Baze has no problem using 
whatever weapon is at hand, including  
the SpecForces HH-12 rocket launcher  

that he appropriates on Scarif. 
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